




wasters are due to (or in view of ), the fact that (because ), and despite the

fact that (although ). Instead of saying The fact that he was sick made him

unable to attend class, one can simply say, His sickness

made him unable to attend class. The following are some clusters of dead

wood, together with their simple equiv-alents:

in the matter of (in respect to) about

a long period of time a long time

in the capacity of as

resembling in nature like

in many instances often

Another sort of wordiness is one which uses a whole verb phrase

instead of a single verb which would do as well, or better:

make an attempt

reach a decision

met with the approval of Jack

signed an agreement providing for

announced himself to be in favor of

it is the belief of

will be ho% to.....at a party

paid a compliment to

in the process of being

exhibits a tendency

try
decide

Jack approved

agreed to

said he favored

he believes

will give a party for

complimented

is being

t e n d s

Not much confusion is caused by the use of such roundabout

expressions; the trouble is t.hat  they waste space and the reader’s time

unnecessarily.
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2 Big Words, Stock Words

The jargonist’s tendency to use big words where shorter ones would

do as well is a more serious matter. Though short words are not always

better than long ones, if the longer word conveys the idea more precisely

than the shorter, it must be used. However, the jargon-addict is fascinated

by the unnecessary polysyllable. Some of the polysyllabic words used

instead of the more simple ones are:

activate form/establish

inactivate

personnel

procurement

personnel procurement

personnel counselor

directive

implement

expedite

process

integrate

disband/shut down

employees

buying something

hiring new help

student adviser

order

carry out (an order)

hurry up

attend to

join/adjust (plans)

Jargon of this kind has clogged communication in business and

government for many years. Closely associated with it is a vocabulary of

stock words such as setup which is conveniently used to fill the gap

when one is too busy to think of the words situation , scheme , arrangement

, or plan . Another word is picture . “Do you get the picture ?“= “Do you

understand?“; “Let me fill you in on the over all picture .“=“Let  me give you

asummary. ,‘I*  “What’s the picture ?“=“What’s  the situation?”
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concise, exact communication. It should not be used to disguise  simple

thoughts by those who wish  to impress the layman. It is in the fields of

sociology and education that technological terms are sometimes used in ’

extreme. Instead of saying plainly that “More and more city people are

moving to the suburbs” the sociologist would say “In recent years there

has been discernible in the urban population an accelerating tendency

toward decentralization into the adjacent semirural areas.” Writers for

educational journals would speak of “instructional personnel” when they

refer to teachers , and “homes of low socioeconomic status” when what they

really mean is poor homes . The following is a classic anecdote on the

inappropriate use  of technical language:

A foreign-born plumber in New York City wrote to the

Federal Bureau of Standards that he had found hydrochloric acid

did a good job of cleaning out clogged drains.

The bureauwrote: “The efficacy of hydrochloric acid is

indisputable, but the corrosive residue is incompatible with

metallic permanence.”

The plumber replied he was glad the bureau agreed.

Again the bureau wrote: “We ckrlnot assume

responsibility for the production of toxic and noxious residue

with hydrochloric acid and suggest you use an alternative

procedure.”

The plumber was happy again at bureau agreement with

his idea.

Then the bureau wrote: “Don’t use hydrochloric acid. It

eats hell out of the pipes.”
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1. I think this class needs to be more energetic.

2. I believe Tom is an untrustworthy person.

3. I suggest that we move to the next question.

4. I declare the story to be untruthful.

5.1 direct that you follow my orders.
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